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Commentary on Books and Other Works Useful in the Study of International Relations

The 20th Century is an era worth study for an understanding of international politics because of

the great conflict amongst nations as well as those within nations. But that century was hardly

different from those that preceded it and is hardly likely to be different from those that follow it .

For politics is at the heart of how groups of human beings arrange themselves or are arranged to

achieve some order and predictability in the course of human endeavors, whether they are

fortunate enough to govern themselves or must submit to government by a special designate few .

Those who, by right, govern themselves, do so most usually through representatives, freely

chosen, whose actions take place within arenas of conflict, that is , politics , reflecting the

differences of view and purpose existing amongst those being represented.

Where an elite group governs with slight reference to those governed, the arena of conflict,

politics, exists within the elite which acts to suppress opposition to the elite while promoting a

consensus that secures the freedom of the elite to act as it sees fit.

If politics is at the heart of governments, it is also at the heart of relationships amongst

governments. For politics is the organization and application of power to accomplish purpose .

Power is the capacity to do work , to accomplish physical changes in the world , to exert force,

whether on people or on things. A free people expect the power of government to be exerted on

their behalf to suit their interests and protect the rights that they possess in nature, not from the

edict of kings or the decisions of government. But even among a free people politics is always at

work . That there is accommodation, compromise and even appeasement only demonstrates

politics to be conflict whether resolved in a civil fashion or by exertion of force.

International relations is an arena where politics is exercised by nations and other entities to

accomplish goals and secure interests. The study of politics in that arena is a study of history :

what has happened, how it came to happen with its consequences and therefore a guide to what

can happen. The 20th Century so recently passed, provides vivid illustrations and experience of

the exercise of politics whose consequences were monumental and painful and sometimes so

decisive as to seem irreversible, or nearly so . Yet the great clashes ofwill that characterized the

20th century did not originate the day before the century began but years and centuries before.

What happened yesterday, is happening now and is about to happen can be better understood

through the study of history.

One hardly needs an excuse beyond curiosity to study history both to see what happened and to

read those who have written about it . It is simply interesting, aside from the knowledge to be
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gained and the insight that is stimulated, to know how things work , whether at a distance in time

or yesterday and today.

In one's reading, on might come across The Origins ofModern Germany by Geoffrey

Barraclough , completed for publication in January 1946, in Great Britain. Begun in 1944 while

on active service in the Royal Air Force, the author, a Professor of History at Liverpool and

Fellow of Cambridge and Oxford, reflected fifteen years study of German history. In January

1946 when this work was finished, one could still smell in London the charcoal and ashes along

the city's streets and see the bombed - site parking lots where once buildings had stood marking

the six years of war whose beginnings had nearly cost the British their kingdom and their
freedom .

The last of the flying bombs (V- 1 ) and the last of the V-2 rockets of which there had been over

10,000 of the former and 1,400 of the latter had arrived on 29 March 1945 , nine months before

The Origins of Modern Germany was published. Along the road outside Oxford, one could see

still the great accumulation of aluminum ingots , derived from crashed aircraft, product of the air

war against Britain .

The last months of the war had inflicted over 33,000 civilian casualties in Britain while 200

British ships had been sunk by U -Boats in Home waters and on the Western approaches.

Professor Barraclough's book, written amidst the storm of war, was, as might be expected of a

scholar, a careful exposition of the international politics of which the German lands and then

Germany had been such an important part. He wished to address the background of the “ German

Problem ,” as it could be seen as prominent from the beginning of the 16th Century. That phrase,

“the German Problem ” was used to describe European politics in an article in the New York

Times, 29 December 1935 ( p. E3 ) and the perplexity that this problem carried for France and

Great Britain, while the latter country was attempting to achieve an “ air agreement with

Germany and while both avoided any pledge of assistance to Austria if Germany were to move

against that country.

The New York Times looked on from the United States, beyond the shadow cast over Europe by

the German Problem, secure in American isolation and neutrality. Both Nazi Germany and

Communist Russia deployed propaganda against the United States to support isolation and

neutrality as American policies . The Germans worked through academics so inclined and

recently arrived German -Americans as well as isolationists and Roosevelt haters. The Soviet

Union worked through its agents in the Communist International to organize peace

demonstrations on college campus and through labor unions and church groups. See, for

example, “ Armed Force Cuts Voted in Churches, ” and “ Anti- Fascists See Nation Facing War,"

New York Times, 23 December 1935 , p . 24. One may see Selig Adler, The Isolationist Impulse

(New York, 1961 ) as well as Z.A.B. Zeman, Nazi Propaganda (Oxford , 1973) and Charles A.

Beard, “ Giddy Minds and Foreign Quarrels, " Harper's CLXXIX ( 1939) .

It was hardly extraordinary that both Russia and Germany recognized that the United States

would become involved in any great European quarrel since they had history on their side . For

since the organization of European colonies in North America, every great European conflict had
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its American episode. The Seven Years War had even started in the Ohio Valley where the first

President of the United Sates was as a young man involved in the fighting. And that great war
included the Third Silesian War where Prussia received Silesia in the settlement. Silesia in

Prussian hands opened a hundred years later the way for the Prussian Army to win a decisive

victory over the Austrian Army at Königgrätz (Sadowa). The Austro -Prussian War lasted six

weeks and appeared to have broken out over unsettled differences between the two countries

arising out of the Austro - Prussian war against Denmark for the possession of the Duchies of

Schleswig and Holstein in 1863. The Prussian General Staff's history of the Austro - Prussian

War explained that the war “ was a necessity of the history of the world ; it must sooner or later

have broken out . The German nation could not forever exist in the political weakness into which

it had sunk between the Latin West and the Slavonian East since the age of Germanic Emperors.

... Prussia would not give up her Germanic situation without being annihilated . . . . Austria had

an existence foreign from Germany."

Published in 1872 , Campaign of 1866 in Germany helps to illustrate the German Problem, and is

thereby a useful work for the understanding of international politics. The subtitle of the work is

The War with Austria . It describes the strategy, operations, and tactics which brought defeat to

Austria and the diplomatic and strategic insight that moved Prussia to undertake the war , and the

instrument of power – the Prussian Army – that gained the decision and accomplished the

purpose of the war: the elimination ofAustria as an arbiter of affairs in the German lands.

On the 6th of June 1866 , while the Prussian Army concentrated on the border of Silesia opposite

Bohemia, Prussian forces in Schleswig concentrated on the border with Austrian -occupied

Holstein to move against the weak Austrian garrison that held that duchy. The Austro -Prussian

War against Denmark for Schleswig and Holstein in 1864 led in 1866 to Prussia's possession of

the two duchies as the main forces of the Prussian Army concentrated against Austria. But there

remained to be dealt with those armies of the German states that were allied with Austria . These

were subdued even as the Battle for Königgrätz unfolded. The Prussian Army halted at

Pressburg within sight of the towers of Vienna. The French Emperor interceded with an offer to

mediate the quarrel between Prussia and Austria. The German states aligned with Austria were

in their submission accorded the honors of war by the Prussian King. Austrian troops withdrew

from Venetia which was ceded to France and by France to the new state of Italy. Prussia had

gained 1,300 square miles (German ) of territory and four million inhabitants. As the Prussian

King had said to his people , six weeks before:

If God should grant us victory we shall be strong enough to renew under a firmer and

more beneficial form those frail ties which have hitherto held the German districts

together more by name than in reality.

So many important events have happened since 1866 , that the site ofthe events surrounding the

decisive battles of the six weeks war with Austria have become obscure, save where the memory

has been preserved and refreshed in the Czech town of Hradec Králové where is situated the

Museum of East Bohemia and to the northwest on the site of the Battle of Chlum where there are

500 memorials to those who died in the battle, especially those who were Austrian.
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The Prussian Army was ready for war, the Austrian Army was ill -prepared. The Austrian Army

had been considered one of the best in Europe second only to that of France. But the Prussian

Army ranged across Germany using the almost 15,000 kilometers of railroads that had been

constructed there since 1835. The swift defeat of Austria's allies within Germany and the quick

Prussian concentration against Austria enabled Prussia to win the war before the other European

powers could bring themselves to intervene.

The defeat of Austria in 1866 was a disaster for France in 1870. By the time that Napoleon III

chose to declare war against Prussia, Prussian diplomacy and military training and equipment

had brought what had been the pro -Austrian German states into the Prussian fold and prepared

them for war against France, whenever that should come .

The French military staff, having reviewed the experience of the French Army in Italy , Magenta,

and Solferino, and the Prussian campaign against Austria, determined upon a reorganization of

the Army to be completed by 1874. But the French Emperor felt compared to declare war on

Prussia and launch an offensive into the German lands. The declaration of War against Prussia

was delivered in Berlin on the 19th of July 1780. But no French Army had yet been collected.

French mobilization had not yet been completed . The Garde Mobile was called up on the 15th of

July, but that force was only at half its authorized strength and was not yet entirely equipped for

war . Reserves were called out the same day to bring French Army units up to their war strength,

but they had to find their way to their mobilization stations along railways overcrowded with

elements of the Army moving to the frontier and then try to find the units to which they had been

assigned. By contrast, the Prussian Army with elements of the other states in the North German

Confederation, were deployed in their war stations by the 31st of July ,according to the defense

plans drawn up in the winter of 1868-69 . The object of the armies was “to see the enemy's main

force and to attack it.” While the French were still concentrating their armies on the frontier with

the object of advancing toward Mainz and Coblenz, the Germans were concentrated and ready to

strike into France to prevent the French invasion . On the 4th of August, the Prussian Third Army

attacked across the French frontier to seize the fortified city of Weissenburg which it had done

by the end of the day. The assault on Weissenburg was ironically by the Bavarian 1st Infantry

Division, part of the 1st Bavarian Army Corps.

It had been the intention of France to advance into Germany to cut off southern Germany from

Prussia and to neutralize the armies of those states that had fought against Prussia in the Austro

Prussian War. But Prussia had after the defeat of Austria raised their standard of training and

equipment to that of the Prussian Army and incorporated them into the campaign against France.

The Bavarian Army's success at Weissenburg manifested the wisdom of Prussian statecraft.

The German Army followed its victory at Weissenburg with that at Wörth and at Spicheren on

the 6th of August and Mars La Tour on the 18th of August.

One may read, for its illumination, the six or so volumes of The Franco -German War 1870-71 :

The War against the Empire and the War Against the Republic ( 1874) by the German Imperial

Staff.

The French Army of Châlons was by the 31st of August based on the fortress of Sedan and was

forced to surrender. The Emperor Napoleon III who commanded the army was taken prisoner as
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was his army. Paris was invested and besieged by 19 September. All the important places in

France had been occupied by the German Army by the New Year. Peace was concluded in May

1871 at the Palace of Versailles where the German Empire was proclaimed .

As the war had begun, the King of Prussia ordered the revival of the military decoration of the

“ Iron Cross ” for the new war against the old enemy . On the 25th of July 1870 , before the King of

Prussia moved with his military headquarters to Mainz, he issued a proclamation to the German

people : “ Love for a common Fatherland, the unanimous rising of the German races and their

princes ... united as never before ... the seed sown in blood ... will bring a harvest ofGerman

freedom and unity ...
99

The Emperor Napoleon proclaimed to the French people on 23 July 1870 the necessity of going

to war with Prussia. “ We war not with Germany whose independence we esteem ... We wish

that the nations forming the Great German nationality may freely dispose of their destinies ...

We desire to gain a lasting peace ...
99

Thus was the German Problem seen by Napoleon II who would lose his throne in an attempt to

solve it while William I would deal with what for Germans had become the “ French Problem ” by

unifying Germany under the Empire. French policy had failed in 1863 and again in 1866 – the

Schleswig-Holstein War and the Austro -Prussian War – for each was a step toward the

unification of Germany. Had France taken the side of Austria and Prussia had been defeated ,

Prussia would have been dismantled and the German states incorporated into the Austrian

Empire. As it had been for France since the time of the Capetians and of Philip Augustus ,

anything was better for France than a united Germany. Happily for France, the Peace of

Westphalia, ending the Thirty Years War, left Germany divided with over 300 separate political

entities, each free to make treaties with foreign powers and creating for France the opportunity to

exploit the divisions to suit the demands of French security. The Peace left France with Alsace

which it would hold until 1871 and between 1918 and 1940 , when Alsace became part of the

German Reich .

It is instructive that the German Problem would be prominent in international politics through the

20th Century while reaching back to the 11th Century. It is useful in one's reading to review the

accounts of events given in The Cambridge Medieval History, Volume V, The Empire and the

Papacy (London, 1898; 1924) . For the events therein given are an account ofwhattranspired in

which the German Problem was imbedded.

If Germany were to have been unified with centralized command over finances, resources, and

armed forces, France would have been imperiled. France became unified and coherent in power

before Germany. The enmity generated by the constitutional development of two neighboring

powers lasted for centuries and expressed itself in 1914-1918 and again in 1940 .

Mathias Erzberger, President of the German Armistice Commission in 1919 , a moderate who

would be murdered for his moderation , wrote a letter to The Times (London ), 17 January 1920 :

Another war between Germany and the Anglo -Saxons is inevitable. France is their

strongest outpost on the continent but she has been so thoroughly weakened she will
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never be able to recover . If Germany can undertake the restoration of Russia she will be

ready in ten or fifteen years to bring France without difficulty into her power. The march

to Paris will be easier than that in 1914 .

Claude de Seyssel, Bishop of Marseilles during the reign of Francis the First of France,

published La Monarchie de France ( 1515), advising French kings oftheir duties and obligations

to the kingdom they served , remarked in passing, “ the realm must fear most as enemies, to wit,

the English, the Germans, and the Swiss, ” for their particular competent in waging war , and their

location on the borders of France .

A most useful work for review of the impact of the 1870-1871 war on the French Army is that by

Emory Upton, Major General, U.S. Army, Armies of Asia and [Central] Europe (Washington ,

DC, 1877) .

Under the French Law of March 1875 , some thirteen military schools were established, including

an Academy ofWar. Each of these schools, where appropriate, included the study of the

German language. The German Army at this time had become a national army. The German

Army schools , including the War Academy in Berlin, had amongst their courses the study of the

French language, although a three -year course of study of Russian was among the optional

courses at the War Academy where general officers studied . Unlike the French schools where

professionalism in administration seemed the emphasis, the German school emphasized the

training of officers and non - commissioned officers in performance on the battlefield .

Over all these centuries, the German Problem for France had but one solution : to prevent the

unification of Germany under centralized leadership, where the full power of Germany could be

concentrated to accomplish purpose : to prevent French interference in the affairs of Germany to

keep Germany unable to act on its own behalf. French policy failed because French diplomacy

failed to get the aid of London, St. Petersburg or Vienna before war was ever entered into and

before the French Army was prepared to carry out French strategy against Germany. But the

successful conclusion of the war by Germany left France intact to rebuild its military power

when Germany policy should have been the dismemberment of France, a policy that was only

later adopted for the war of 1914-1918 , too late to avoid the intervention of other powers aligned

against Germany.

All of this leads one to explore problem of the unification and dismemberment of nations, which

plays an important part in international politics.

In our day, one has seen the creation of new nations and the fragmentation of others. One may

follow the emergence of the Union of the South Slavs into the Kingdom of Yugoslavia after the

Great War of 1914-1918 in J.A.R. Marriott's The Eastern Question (Oxford, 1940 , 4th Edition )

and Robert Lee Wolff's The Balkans in Our Time (New York, 1967) . But Yugoslavia

fragmented as the government of the Soviet Union disestablished itself, creating a small war in

Europe which had been at peace since 1945. Czechoslovakia, created out of the elements of the

defeated Austrian Empire in 1918 , disappeared in 1940 in the continuation of the German

Problem , emerged in 1945 to be submerged in what might be termed the “ Russian Problem,” to

become once again free, only to see the break off of Slovakia.
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The unification of Korea continues to be a problem on the edge of international politics in Asia

where it masks the polite pretense that there is no deadly quarrel between the Sino -Russian axis
and the Western Alliance.

The unification of Vietnam brought on after the dissolution of the coalition defending South

Vietnam was accomplished by the force of arms applied from the North .

That is , one might expect, as one studies the history of Asia, to find that the characteristics of

international politics in that region closely resemble the international politics of other regions of

the world .

It is usual to mark the beginning of the Second World War as September 1 , 1939 with the

German attack on Poland and two weeks later with the Soviet invasion of that unfortunate

country. Of course , Americans would treat it for a time as one more European war. But the

Second World War could as easily be seen as starting in Asia with the Japanese seizure of

Manchuria in 1931 , or perhaps even earlier.

Captain A.T. Mahan published a set of articles in book form from Harper's New Monthly

Magazine and the North American Review under the title The Problem of Asia and its Effect

upon International Policies (Boston, 1900) . Captain Mahan was already considerably known in

Europe for his writings on the influence of sea power upon international politics ; those writings

were taken to heart by the British and German Admiralties who would in a few years be facing

one another in rivalry and war at sea. While reading history is useful to find out what happened,

it is no less useful to read accounts written at the time of the evolution of events and

circumstances before they became, as it were, part of history.

In presenting his analysis of what for him was contemporary Asia, Mahan does so with the

contention that past history contains lessons that, when well -digested, are valuable for future

guidance, while one seeks in the present indications of the future. He seems especially to have

been stuck by the fact that the Imperial Government of Japan lodged a diplomatic protest with

the United States over the proposed annexation of the Hawaiian Islands. See the New York

Times, European Edition -Paris, 5 July 1897 and see also “Pearl Harbor ” (cost of dredging) in

ibid, 28 July 1894 , p . 1 .

For Mahan, as an American strategist concerned for his country as a sea power, the problem of

Asia has three important parts: the Chinese problem, the Russian problem, and the Japanese

problem , all manifesting themselves in the presence of European powers present in Asia from the

Turkish Straits through to Eastern Siberia, with island chains lying along Asia's Pacific Coast.

He warns, as the essence of statecraft, that the United States must think ahead as to how history,

geography, present developments will shape important contingencies in the future.

Another old book one might come across in one's studies is that by Homer Lea, The Valor of

Ignorance (Harper's, 1909) . A one-time student at Occidental College and then at Leland

Stanford, Jr. University where he studied law , he earned the intense criticism of the President of
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the University who was a world renowned pacifist and enthusiast for treaties of arbitration as the

means to avoid war between nations.

There was in the New York Public Library , according to Clare Boothe, who had reported on the

war for Life Magazine, one copy of the 1909 edition of The Valor of Ignorance; it had been

checked out three times between 1909 and 1941. On page 175 , there is a map of the Island of

Luzon where is marked the sites of Japanese landings when Japan came to size the Philippines:

Lingayen Gulf and Lamon Bay, the one in Northern Luzon and the other in South Luzon , east of

Manila. It is instructive to note Maps 5 and 6 in Louis Morton's The Fall of the Philippines

( 1953) in U.S. Army in World War II series .

Lea's concern , most strongly expressed, was that the United States was not ready for war with

Japan. For Lea, in his book, addressed the problem of China, the problem of Japan as well as the

problem with Germany. Though a cripple, Lea fought in the resistance against the Manchu

Empress and became a military aide to Sun Yat Sen. Both fled to Japan to avoid capture by the

Empress's forces. While in Japan, Homer Lea discovered that it was Japanese policy to keep

China weak, backward , disunited in order to dismember and conquer her when the time came to

solve the problem of China.

A very useful work in international politics is that of Gregory Bienstock completed in 1935 and

published in the following year: The Struggle for the Pacific. His work recognizes the Japanese

inclination to secure North China or perhaps even seek hegemony over all of Asia. The purpose

of the author is to “ prove to people living on either Atlantic coast that they are seriously affected

by what happens in the Western Pacific . ” Bientsock's them is one that 27 years before had been

put forth , within the context of that time, by a Frenchman, René Pinon in Revue des Deux

Mondes, 15 February 1904 , published just days before the outbreak of the Russo - Japanese War

and called “ La Lutte pour le Pacifique" ( The Struggle for the Pacific ). The China that the

Frenchman saw was not a going concern – nominally an empire, but with an administration

powerless to maintain internal order, command the country's resources to defend its territory,

control its borders, command its coastline or prevent foreign intervention in its affairs. One may

seen the circumstances of China well described in The Statesman's Yearbook, 1900 (London,

1900), pp . 456-71 .

Bienstock’s The Struggle for the Pacific was based largely on research done in Prague at the

Oriental Institute, at the Russian Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its Library, and

the Statistical Office. The bibliography of the book contains French , American, German , British,

and especially Russian sources. An important work from Japanese sources is that of Shinsaku

Hirata, How We Will Make War ( Tokyo, 1933 ) .

Bienstock notes in his treatment of the historical animosity between China and Japan, dating

from at least the time of the Chinese Emperor Kublai in the 13th Century who twice attempted

the conquest of Japan, that Japan faced a China problem . Toya-toma Hide-yoshi ( 1536-1598)

was , Bienstock notes, the first Japanese statesman to recognize Japan's geopolitical

circumstances in respect to China that required Japan to achieve absolute dominion in China and

Korea .
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The clash of interests among nations and the conflicts that may arise from them are characteristic

of international politics . “ Interests” seems an innocuous term to be secured by astute diplomacy

guided by careful policy, behind which is the implication of the application of force when

interests are vital , that is fundamental to the survival of the nation as a going concern .

H.J. Mackinder, master geographer, student of geopolitics , closed his Britain and the British

Seas (London, 1902) with the warning to his countrymen of the perils to Britain of losing naval

supremacy. “ Should the sources of wealth and vigor upon which the navy is founded run dry,

the imperial security of Britain will be lost . ”

Looking ahead to see what can or may happen is an essential part of the development of policies

meant to address those crises in international politics created by nations bent on changing the

order of things in the international community .

France embarked on the construction of the string of fortifications called the Maginot Line in

1929 to address the French problem of Germany. The construction extended from the border of

Switzerland to Longwy. Czechoslovakia began construction of a fortified line similar to that of

France along its frontier with Germany. That line was surrendered to Germany under the

Munich agreement of 1938 .

In 1937 , the Ninth Edition of Imperial Military Geography: General Characteristics of the

Empire in Relation to Defence, was published in London by D.B. Cole from his post in Peshawar

on the Northwest Frontier of India. The book is valuable because in it are described, at the time

they existed, things that have become obscured or forgotten through the passage of time and the

great upheavals that transpired between now and then. 1936-1937 was not a placid year in

international politics : Italy was concerned with pacifying the Kingdom of Abyssinia, invaded in

1935 ; Germany had remilitarized the Rhineland; there was a civil war in Spain in which three

great powers, Italy, Germany, and the Soviet Union were directly involved ; there was an uneasy

truce between the Nationalist Government in China and Communist armies led by Mao Tse Tung

while the Japanese Army operating out of Manchuria (Manchukuo ) consolidated Japanese

control of North China; there was Arab resistance to Jewish immigration into Palestine; disorder

in Egypt and Sudan; Soviet penetration of Afghanistan; and, four months after Major Cole

completed his work on Imperial Defense, Japan began its systematic conquest of China,

occupying the region from Tientsin to Peking . There began what few would recognize at the

time as the beginning of the Second World War in the Pacific .

Citing the British White Paper on Defense (February 1937) , Major Cole noted British plans to

increase cruiser strength for the Royal Navy up to 70 by the construction of seven cruisers. This

step would help bring British cruiser strength up to that permitted by naval treaties of the time .

The seven cruisers authorized in 1937 required two to three years from keel laying to

commissioning as part of the British Fleet . They required 54 5.25 inch guns to be manufactured ,

plus torpedo tubes, light antiaircraft weapons, turbines, boilers , propellers and shafts, and

electrical and electronic equipment characteristic of a modern warship in 1937. Laid down

before the war in Europe began they had to be completed after the war came while the British

Army and Royal Air Force were being reorganized and reequipped for a European War.
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Before the Japanese attack on British territory in the Far East, eight cruisers had been lost to

enemy action . Thirty -seven destroyers had been lost by the end of 1940 and another twenty lost

before December 1941. Over 1200 merchant ships were lost to enemy action by the end of 1940 .

British shipbuilding had lost much of its capacity since the ending of the Great War. At that time

there were 17 major warship builders in the United Kingdom with 145 building slips as well as

extensive repair and engineering facilities. Another 150 or so lesser firms were engaged in

shipbuilding, repair, and other marine engineering work .

Depression, naval limitation treaties and the “ Ten Year Rule ” applied to defense estimates (no

war for ten years, informally applied from 1919 to 1934) reflected the British government's

efforts to fiscal economy.

A useful reference to be consulted in respect to the foregoing is Jane's Fighting Ships ( annual,

London ) for it shows the shrinkage in the Royal Navy and the industrial facilities necessary to its

maintenance. For an account in detail of such things, one may see Martin Gilbert's Winston

Churchill: The Prophet of Truth , 1922-1939 (London, 1976) . But for Churchill's own account

of events near the time of their occurrence, one needs to see his The Aftermath : The World

Crisis, 1918-1928 (New York, 1929) . The final chapter is entitled “The End of the World

Crisis .” Especially interesting is the Appendix dealing with the pacification of the Middle East

and in particular the situation in a place known as Iraq, where the British Army had been

deployed since 1914. By April 1928 , the British Army had been replaced by Iraqi levies paid for

by Britain . Iraq still had its disturbances but these were dealt with routinely. Five Royal Air

Force squadrons and some armored cards helped to express Britain's interests in a pacified Iraq.

The British Mandate for Iraq ended with Iraq's entry into the League ofNations in October 1932

but the country remained within the geography of Britain's imperial defense. Oilfields,

pipelines, refineries, and landing fields supporting the air route to India and the Far East rendered

Iraq part of imperial defense; and the oversight of the Persian Gulfwhether by Britain or a

friendly power was crucial to the defense of British maritime routes to the Indian Ocean .

But it is worth remarking as an aspect of international politics today, that Britain reentered Iraq

the First GulfWar ( 1990-1991 ) and the Second Gulf War that is yet to be concluded. Iraq has

been a troubled place, whether under the Byzantines, the Persians, the Seljuks, the Arabs, the

Mongols under Timur and finally the Ottoman Empire. The British conquest in the Great War,

as part of the pacification of the Middle East, led to the founding ofmodern Iraq. As Churchill

notes in The Aftermath, the process of creating an independent Iraq was fraught with “moments

of difficulty and danger . ” One may take up the tale from Major Cole’s book of the times three

years before the fall of France , the Low Countries, Norway and Denmark, and the entry of Italy

into the war on June 11 , 1940. For Major Cole describes the measures and policies that Britain

as a mandatory power undertook to render Iraq an independent nation , self- governing and

equipped to maintain internal stability and defend its frontiers, all as a part of Britain's imperial

defense.

Major Cole's account of Japan's policies towards China includes that of the “ Twenty -One

Demands” in 1915 and the treaty embodying those demands ofMay 1915 conceding to Japan

rights to coal and iron ore deposits while forbidding to China the right to cede Chinese territory,
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coasts or islands to any power other than Japan . In 1915 , Great Britain agreed that Japan was to

receive the former German colonies north of the equator: the Marianas Islands ( save for Guam , a

U.S. possession) , Yap and Pellews, the Carolines and the Marshalls. As Cole noted, these would

make ideal bases from which Japan could sever communications between the United States and

the Philippines. The Peace Conference that ended the war in Europe granted a League of

Nations mandate to Japan over the Island chains.

The Japanese Foreign Minister, Koki Hirota, in his address to the Imperial Diet in January 1936

laid out the government's program for China, including the readjustment of Chinese- Japanese

relations to bring about the cessation by China of all unfriendly acts and measures and an active

effective collaboration with Japan . The Foreign Minister also expressed his hope “ to smooth the

progress of the newly establish Commonwealth of the Philippines.” At the same time , the

Commander - in - Chief of the Imperial Combined Fleets indicated that Japan's future commercial

expansion must be directed to the Southern Seas , requiring the quick expansions of the Japanese

Navy's cruising radius to include New Guinea, Borneo, and the Celebes (Time magazine, 3

February 1936 , p . 23 ) . It was hardly difficult for Major Cole to suppose that Japan aimed at

establishing the Monroe Doctrine over East Asia.

But three months after completion of Imperial Military Geography, Japan opened the “ China

Incident, " seizing Peking and Nanking in the course of which Japanese aircraft bombed and sank

the USS Panay and bombed the HMS Ladybird on their lawful occasion as part of the Yangtze

Patrol (see the New York Times, 13 December 1937) . The ships had been engaged in evacuating

diplomatic and other foreigners from Nanking, then under siege by the Japanese Army.

Admiral Roger Keyes, Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff, warned Winston Churchill, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, that Japan intended to turn the Europeans out of China and

eventually out of Asia. Churchill could not conceive of such a possibility unless there was a

serious realignment of the powers in Europe: a German -Russo - Japanese alliance. Lord Curzon

said Japan wanted only intimate and cordial relations with Britain . But that was 1925 and 1926 .

Major Cole's analysis of Japanese policies in China assumed a continuation of Japan's efforts to

secure a favorable position in respect to Chinese affairs even to the extent, perhaps, of

establishing a Japanese Monroe Doctrine over East Asia. In January 1937 , just as Major Cole's

book was completed, Japan invaded China, seizing Peking, and attacking by land , sea and air the

cities of Shanghai and Nanking, inflicting enormous casualties, as though following the notion of

Leon Trotsky, if you want to demoralize a people , kill a great many of them .

That Nationalist Army in China, after Japan had seized China's seaports, depended upon the Port

of Haiphong for delivery ofmilitary assistance from abroad to be moved by railway from Indo

China to Kunming in Nationalist -controlled territory. Occupying northern Indo -China, after

June 1940 , was a logical step to isolate China from foreign intervention . But the movement of

Japanese forces into southern Indo - China was part of a more ambitious strategy. Saigon and

Camhranh Bay became Japanese naval bases, while the Japanese naval air force used air bases

around Saigon, which were within bombing range of Malaya and Singapore. Elements of the

Japanese Army were deployed on the borders of Siam .
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Indo -China became an advanced base for operations against Siam and Burma and support of

operations in Malaya, the Philippines, Borneo and the Netherlands East Indies – that is , if one

were amongst those who considered Japanese intentions to include war against the British, Dutch

and American territories in the Far East. Overconfidence and underestimation are poor

substitutes for realistic strategic estimates, based on hard -headed analysis. But then , how would

one know such an analysis to be sound, until after the fact ?

It now seems not unlike the problem faced by France in respect to the German lands. If those

lands are unified under a strong central government, France is in danger of losing itself and that

unification must be blocked. If China becomes unified under a strong central government Japan

is lost. To prevent that loss China must be fragmented .

It is useful to reflect that Japan today enjoys its independence at the pleasure of Communist

China and the Russian Federation and on the faithfulness of the American guarantee to Japan's

defense, upon which the role of the United States as a Pacific power is itself dependent. So

much for the struggle for the Pacific.

In Europe, German preparations for war, at the close of the First World War were little noticed in

shaping British defense policy . Secret German rearmament was assisted by the Soviet Union

after the German -Soviet Treaty of Rapallo of 1922. One may see J.W. Wheeler -Bennett,

Wooden Titan : Hindenburg in Twenty Years ofGerman History, 1914-1934 (New York, 1936)

and J.H. Morgan, “The Disarmament of German and After,” Quarterly Review (October 1924) ,

as well as his Assize of Arms (New York , 1946) : the latter work was withheld from publication

until after the war to avoid unwarranted criticism of German rearmament in the interest of

peaceful relations.

It is only natural in international politics that nations bent on re -organizing the world or some

part of it, to accept and be satisfied with some small portion of their demands while they prepare

to seize by force all that they require.

One could hardly do better to understand the situation in Europe upon the coming to power of

the Nazis in German than to read with care The Survey of InternationalAffairs, 1933 (Royal

Institute of International Affairs, 1934) . For to present eyes, the events described in Survey are

those of a pre -war world still amongst the vestiges of problems unsettled from the last Great

War. The World Economic Conference and the World Disarmament Conference, Sino -Japanese

hostilities and the United States and the Philippines were topics having to do with stability in the

international community. As to the Philippine independence, there was only the faintest concern

expressed that such independence might create a vacuum that some foreign power or other might

take advantage of.

The new Chancellor of Germany, Adolph Hitler set at rest the German Problem for his listeners

in a speech on 14 October 1933 : “ when the Saar territory has been renewed to Germany only a

madman would consider the possibility of war between [Germany and France) for which from

our point of view, there is no rational or moral ground. ” Others who were members of the new

German government or of the Nazi Party (Captain Göring, Dr. Goebbels and Herr Rosenberg)

espoused the idea that the German nation had a special and overriding right to take to itself as
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much of the Earth's surface as it might judge to be necessary for its own national development

without consideration for the existing owners and occupiers. And such acquisition if made at all

could only be brought about by force. The conquest of the air, it was implied, opened the way

for the totalitarian nation to wage totalitarian warfare that did not distinguish between soldier and
civilian .

There were in Europe in 1933 , three great powers ruled by revolutionary regimes: the Soviet

Union, Germany, and Italy .

The influential statesmen of non -totalitarian countries in Europe as they contemplated the

international scene in 1933 sought those devices that would permit their countries to avoid war,

for it was war that was the threat and not those regimes that saw war as the means to their ends .

It is interesting to note that France in constructing the Maginot Line took care to site the artillery

ouverages so the guns could not fire into German territory in order that the line could be

classified as " defensive " as defined in the Geneva Disarmament Conference of 1933. Amidst the

so -called “ phony war” on 1 December 1939 , a day after the Soviet Air Force launched bombing

attacks on the capital of Finland, the French Premier informed the French Parliament that a the

French Army would not engage in offensive warfare against Germany in order to “spare blood

and suffering.” France was well-prepared to defend itselfwhile being frugal in the expenditure

of the lives of its citizens ( “War Imposed by Germans' Will to Dominate, France Need to take

Initiative," New York Herald - Tribute - Paris Edition , 1 December 1939, p. 1).

The Survey of InternationalAffairs for the year 1919 and onwards covers what may be described

as the course of the power in the world in respect to diplomatic and related activity and therefore

is exceedingly useful in helping to define the circumstances that commanded the attention of

governments between the close of the Great War and the approach of a new one .

But of equal value for the illumination of naval, military and air matters ( after M. Blériot's flight

across the English Channel and the Wright brothers' success at Kitty Hawk ), The Royal United

Services Institution Journal is an especial treasure. For in successive numbers of the Journal are

descriptions of developments in British and Imperial armed forces and in the armed forces of

other powers in the world . There were articles discussing past wars with lessons to be drawn

from them , current military matters that caught the attention of serving officers in H.M. Forces ,

and writings by those who had recently taken part in the military, naval and air operations of

Great Britain and of course India .

The August 1937 number of the Journal carried an essay, awarded a Gold Medal by the

Institution, written by Wing Commander J.C. Slessor, Royal Air Force, India. He emphasizes

the importance of air power in the waging of war and advises greater mechanization of the

Army, pointing out that the Army must have a Field Force for major war in Europe and must

also undertake the defense of India. The Wing Commander asserts that for a war in Europe

Britain could only afford to send to the Continent one light division (mechanized) and three

armored divisions , to be followed by, after six months of war, enough to bring the strength up to

two light and six armored divisions, and four support divisions . “ The British people will never

again agree to provide infantry by themillions."
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In the Great War, Britain had begun to put into France within six days of the British declaration

of war,four infantry divisions and a cavalry division or about 81,000 troopers and 31,000 horses,

and four aeroplane squadrons. Within fifteen days of the beginning of the Expeditionary Force's

embarkation in France the BEF was in contact with German forces coming through Belgium ,

whose neutrality had been violated . Within another two weeks, the BEF was closely engaged

alongside the French Sixth and Fifth Armies in the Battle of the Marne; the BEF having been

reinforced by one and a half more divisions . By the 5th of September, the BEF had lost 15,000

men on the eve of the Marne. That is , it was a serious war that would become ever more so over

the next four years.

Wing Commander Slessor's prize essay reflected his concern for the defense of India and the

internal security of that country, which dictated the limits on the numbers of the British Field

Force to be sent to France and Belgium in the event of war in Western Europe . Born in India,

Slessor had served in the Royal Flying Corps as pilot officer, in Egypt and the Sudan, and then in

France for a year. After the war he served in the Royal Air Force in India for two years. While

writing his prize essay, he was Wing Commander ofNo. 3 Wing, RAF, in India providing

support of British and Indian troops engaged in suppressing an insurrection in Waziristan. That

is , Slessor was not an armchair strategist but a long serving professional writing from experience .

At the time of the publication of his essay, he was considering what course of action might be

taken in the event of a new German war in Europe. That is , whether and to what extent France

ought to be assisted by a British Field Force, sent to the continent at the outbreak of a war aimed

at France.

In 1937, the British Regular Army consisted of 212,000 men ofwhom 120,000 were in the

British Isles, 34,000 in Colonial stations ( including Egypt, Palestine, the Sudan and Aden) and

58,000 in India and Burma. ( The United States Regular Army, at the time, comprised 179,968

men ofwhich nearly a third was stationed outside the Continental United States.) The British

Regular Army could, in an emergency, call on 90,000 members of the Army Reserve and 22,000

men in the Supplementary Reserve . If authorized by Parliament, when called up , there were

155,000 men in 12 territorial divisions, two anti- aircraft divisions plus Yeomanry and Scouts,

which might be sent overseas , although their principal mission was defense of the British Isles .

The Regular Army was equipped and organized for Imperial Defense but not for a war on the

Continent. For war on the Continent would require motor transport, armored fighting vehicles ,

anti- tank weapons and anti- aircraft batteries, plus divisional artillery comparable to that with

which Continental Armies were equipped .

The German Army in 1937 was nearly 600,000 men without counting reserves. The French

Army held 407,000 men in France.

Wing Commander Slessor's view of how Britain should assist France under attack by Germany

coincided with the policy laid down by the British Government: the Royal Navy would impose a

blockade on Germany while securing the maritime approaches to the British Isles and defending

the maritime lines of communication between Britain and its Empire. The Royal Air Force

would provide for the air defense of Great Britain and British bases in the overseas Empire,

while providing an air striking force for attacks against the Continental enemy. The British
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Army should therefore provide only a small Field Force to assist France while conserving the

principal strength for imperial defense . That policy seems now to be consistent with the policy

stated by the French Prime Minister in his statement of 1 December 1939 : France would stand on

the defensive, not take the war to Germany.

A Colonel Beardon , C.B.E. , replied in the Journal ( February 1938) to the Wing Commander's

prize essay in an article, “Defense and Defeat,” that a British policy of “ limited liability ” in

respect to the defense of France would lead to disaster. It would not be , as some had imagined , a

“ gentleman's war ” but a war of no quarter given. That Britain in such a war would, if it were not

to suffer the worst consequences of defeat, have to exert all of its power if France was to be

defended and Germany defeated. He urged : “ Let us therefore face facts and eschew ostrich- like

postures which can but ... confuse our own people , dismay our allies , and incur the laughter and

contempt of our possible enemies ."

Within a month of publication of Colonel Beardon's article Germany had seized Austria in

violation of the Treaty of Versailles and the Covenant of the League ofNations, and the Austro

German Pact of June 11 , 1936 .

One may see contemporary accounts of the German occupation of Austria in “ Hitler at Linz

proclaims Austria Part of Germans' Unity, " New York Herald Tribune-Paris Edition, 13 March

1938 , p . 1 ; and “ Nazis Seize Austria after Hitler Ultimatum ,” and “British Appalled by Reich

Methods, " New York Times, 12 March 1938 , p . 1. The Illustrated London News at the time

carried photographs of the events in Austria .

Austria's armed forces were incorporated into those of the Third Reich. More important than

that was the outflanking of the Czech border fortifications by a German army in Austria, for the

Czech fortified zone was for defense against Germany and not against Austria which until the

German occupation of the country was neutral.

It was certainly not unknown how the new Germany Army and Air Force might wage war. For

General Heinz Guderian wrote of armed warfare on a great scale in 1935 , published in the

German War Ministry's official organ ; and again in the Coast Artillery Journal in the United

States ( “ Armored Forces , ” November December 1937) .

One may ask at what point in the chain of events after 1919 could one have reasonably

concluded that a new German war might be expected ? What could one have known during that

period of time that might have prepared Britain and France that they faced, not an outburst of

violence to be handled diplomatically, but a war that aimed at their destruction ? It is difficult to

detect any manifestation of urgency in rearmament. Britain, even after rearmament had started,

did little to prepare to wage war seriously. Only the Soviet Union and Germany, in 1939 , in the

West, were prepared to wage war on the scale of exertion necessary to wage war decisively .

And of those two it was the Soviet Union that had the greater material strength by 1939. The

Red Army and Air Force had engaged the Japanese Empire from August 1938 through August

1939. The Soviet Union's arms production had been prodigious. In 1938 , the Red Army had, it

was estimated, 12,000 armored fighting vehicles and the Red Air Force 8,000 first- line aircraft.

That was aside from Soviet Forces in the Far East.
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It is interesting to see Max Werner's The Military Strength of thePowers: A Soldier's Forecast

for Citizens (New York , 1939), published in England by Victor Gollanz, “ and in many other

languages and countries soon after.” Max Werner was a pseudonym to protect his family " in his

native land.” We would not know until much later that Gollanz had founded in 1936 , the Left

Book Club in London. In 1935 , he published Georgi Dimitrov's The Working Classes against

Fascism . The title of the book was a short description of the policy arrived at in the Seventh

Congress of the Communist International (Comintern ) in 1935. The policy was implemented as

the “Popular Front ; " and Dimtrov, as head of the Comintern, inspired the policy . In the United

States, “All the employees of [the publisher] Modern Age Books , are members of the Book and

Magazine Guild, Local No. 18, " affiliated with the CIO . The translator ofthe book was Edward

Fitzgerald, who came to work for the Roosevelt administration in the office of the War

Production Board, as an underground member of Soviet intelligence .

What that seems to mean is that The Military Strength of the Powers, on sale for 95 cents, was a

piece of propaganda meant to serve Soviet interests. The section on Japan is of particular

interest, deprecating in particular Japanese competence in the air. Once would only discover

later that Soviet Military Intelligence, the GRU , had in place in Japan, from 1933 to 1941 , a man

using the name Ramsey working as a correspondent for German newspapers. He had access to

Japanese government and military sources with the help of a pro -Communist Japanese, Ozaki,

who also worked as a newspaperman . The two were in a position to transmit to the Soviet Union

information on the policies of the Japanese government, both political and military. In an article

in the Frankfurter Zeitung for which Ramsey was the Tokyo correspondent, he reported that “ the

Chinese conflict had apparently caused the abandonment of any systematic extension of the

military economic basis of Japan as a whole ” ( 1 October 1937) .

It is to be remarked that Japanese policy in Asia was to strip the " colonial powers,” the British ,

Dutch and Americans, of their territories held in Asia. And, it was the purpose of the Soviet

Union to do the same thing . It was the purpose of Japan to divide China leaving the constituent

parts to be governed by pro -Japanese Chinese under the oversight of Japanese commanders, in

the manner in which Manchuria came to be governed after 1933. It was the purpose of the

Soviet Union to see China unified under the Chinese Communist Party set up in 1920. Japanese

policy for China's dismemberment began after the overthrow of the Shogunate and elevation of

the Emperor to the pinnacle of society and government and the adoption of a constitution that

centralized power in the hands of the government in Tokyo. The war against China began

therefore openly with the defeat of China in the Sino -Japanese War of 1894-95 , which drove

China out of Korea and gave Japan Formosa. The Russo - Japanese War left Japan in possession

of Korea ,which became part ofthe Japanese Empire in 1911. Korea was the main highway to

Manchuria .

Japanese policy was conducted with patience and was advanced when opportunity presented

itself. One such opportunity was presented in the Great War when Japan , as an ally of Great

Britain , France, and eventually the United States fell heir to the German islands, the Marshall,

the Carolines, and the Marianas. The 1922 edition of Principles ofHuman Geography by

Ellsworth Huntington and Sumner W. Cushing presents a brief description of “ How Japan Can

Best Solve Her China Problem. ” Russia , the Soviet Union, seemed no less patient and
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opportunistic . If Japan used commercial enterprises to penetrate those places it would target in

war with subsidies secretly passed to nationalists, who sought independence from the colonial

powers, the Soviet Union employed indigenous Communist Parties, which were recruited,

organized, subsidized, and directed from Moscow through the Comintern . (The American

Communist, ex -Croatian, Steve Nelson , reminisces about the old days of his party work , during

which time he delivered cash to the Chinese Communist Party as a courier for the Comintern :

Steve Nelson, American Radical [Pittsburgh, 1981 ] . )

If on the one hand there were 13,000 Japanese " pioneers” at Davao in the Philippines, closely

watched over by the Japanese government and with a regular steamer service to Japan ; there was

on the other hand, the founding of the Philippine Communist Party in 1930. Eugene Dennis, of

the U.S. Communist Party, was Comintern representative in the Philippines in 1931. Japanese

interest in the Philippines can be seen in Ralston Haydon , “China, Japan and the Philippines , ”

Foreign Affairs (New York ) and Survey of International Affairs, 1933 (London , 1934) . For the

Comintern's organization and operations, see ibid, 1928 , and other years of the Survey.

Soviet-Japanese relations was that of international politics where diplomacy, almost concealed ,

led strategy while attaining strategic progress. While dismembering China, Japan had to destroy

the European empires in Asia in order to dominate Asia. While unifying China under the

Communist Party, the destruction of the European Empires in Asia would open the opportunity

to establish a new set of Communist countries to be erected on the wreckage of the European

Empires. It was an exercise in economy of force to let Japan accomplish what it could in an

Asian war while the Soviet Union addressed its problem in Western Europe. The armed forces

of Japan would do the donkey's work of fighting the British, French, Dutch, and Americans in

their colonies while the Soviet Union waited the opportunity to join, at last, in the final defeat

Japan while the Chinese Communist Party with the arms, equipment, training, and money

provided by the Soviet Union would attempt to unify China.

The seizure of Austria put German forces along the Czech frontier with Austria and altered the

strategic circumstances of Czechoslovakia, weakening the Czech capability to defend itself

against German attack, should Germany ever have such an intention . But in a speech to the

German Reichstag on 20 February 1938 , less than a month before the seizure of Austria , the

German Dictator demanded the right of self- determination for Germans in Austria and

Czechoslovakia, which might have been an indication of German intentions. (See the headline in

the New York Times, 21 February 1938 , p . 1 )

Völkischer Beobachter, the Munich edition , 13 August 1938 , p . 1 , carried the headline, “Blut,

Tod and Leid (Blood, Death and Injury ) der Sudeten -deutschen ” and listed acts of terrorism

inflicted on German Czechs by the government of Czechoslovakia between 1 May and 9 August

1938. Völkischer Beobachter was the Nazi Party's official newspaper .

While the Czech problem was presented in Germany and abroad as a matter of simple justice for

the Sudeten Germans, it could have been seen as a strategic problem for Germany, if one were to

assume Germany's intention was to wage war .
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One needs to read the unwarlike remembrances of Sir Neville Henderson, British Ambassador to

Berlin from 1937 to 3 September 1939 , called Failure of a Mission , written in October 1939 and

published in London in April 1940, and excerpted in Life magazine. Two things are especially

noteworthy. At the time of the Munich crisis Field Marshall Göring warned the British
Ambassador:

If England means to make war on Germany, no one knows what the ultimate end will be .

But one thing is quite certain . Before the war is over there will be very few Czechs alive

and little of London left standing.

Göring remarked at the time on the weakness of British air defenses, including the number of

modern anti -aircraft guns Britain possessed . And there was re -produced in the Ambassador's

book Hitler's letter to the British Prime Minister, 27 September 1938, on the subject of Czech

concerns that the loss to Germany of the Czech fortified zone threatened the independence and

continued existence of the Czech nation . Hitler found those concerns merely a Czech attempt to

delay the fulfillment ofmatters agreed upon , as Henderson remarks: “ The Czech Maginot Line

was strong, but it would have been turned from the south through Austria , ” had Hitler decided to

march instead of negotiating an agreement.

What seems an authoritative expression of the point of view of the United States on the Czech

crisis and its settlement is given in Foreign Affairs ( January 1939) by Hamilton Fish Armstrong,

editor of Foreign Affairs, published by the Council on Foreign Relations, called “ Armistice at

Munich .” Another view of matters abroad was that of the Army-Navy Joint Board , Washington ,

DC, comprising amongst others , the Chief of Staff of the Army, the Chief ofNaval Operations,

the Assistant Chief of Staff of the Army for Operations, the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations,

the Director of the Army's War Plans Division, and the Director of the War Plans Division of the

Office ofNaval Operations. The Joint Board concluded that there would be war in Europe

within the year. It therefore directed its Joint Planning Committee to make studies and estimates

about the courses of action open to the military and naval forces of the United States in the event

of a violation of the Monroe Doctrine by the Fascist powers and a simultaneous attempt by Japan

to extend its influence in the Philippines ( Letter, Secretary of the Army-Navy Joint Board to

Planning Committee, 12 November 1938 , J.B. 325 , Serial 634) .

The British and French governments, meanwhile, overjoyed at what seemed the prospect of

peace in Europe, looked ahead to progress on disarmament, especially air disarmament (see the

Front page of the New York Herald Tribune - Paris Edition , 1 October 1938 , for example,

“ Britain, German Pledge Peace ”) .

On 15 March 1939 , German Forces entered what was left of Czechoslovakia after the Munich

Agreement. The Czech President, Emil Hacha, was forced to accept the annexation of Bohemia

and Moravia as protectorates of Germany. While motorized units of the German Army advanced

on Prague, elements of the German Army entered Moravia from Austria. Slovakia was broken

off from the Czech Republic, declared independent and an ally of Germany. The Czech Army

was dispersed, its aircraft, armored fighting vehicles and the Czech armaments industry fell to

the Germans. Slovakia had a common border with Poland .
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A French General writing in Époque, 8 October 1938 , said that the Munich Agreement had
rendered Czechoslovakia impotent, freeing the German Army to exert pressure on France or

even “ to attack us.” But in both British and French government circles there was only confusion
and a want of decisive action as though the two powers had a choice between war and peace.

Italy seized Albania without a declaration of war while Germany warned the Poles “to get in step
and not join the Peace Front” that was implied by the French and British guarantees to Poland
and Greece and Romania .

A curious anomaly presents itself in the pages of Völkischer Beobachter, 14 October 1933 ,

concerning the trial of those accused of burning the Reichstag. Van der Lubbe, a Dutchman , was
arrested for the act. Four of the other men allegedly involved, Dimitrov , Popoff, and Tanev,

were Bulgarian communists, and Torgler, was a German communist . One may see the account

of theNazi Party's campaign against the Communists and others who were counted to be

enemies of the new regime in The Survey of InternationalAffairs, 1933 (London, 1934) . Yet in

the Reichstag fire trial, the three Bulgarian and one German communists were found innocent of

any charges and were ultimately released from jail and put on a plane to Moscow. It is

interesting that in The Military Strength of the Powers, no mention is made, in the section on

Germany or that of the Soviet Union , of the extensive assistance rendered by the Soviet Union to

German rearmament from Rapallo onward, or German assistance in the training of the Red

Army. The mechanization of the Red Army and of the German Army was, in effect, a joint

Soviet -German enterprise. Prototypes of tanks were tested and developed, while Junkers built an

aircraft factory at Fili in Russia , to build and test prototypes and train airmen for the new German

Air Force, when its time came . One might note further the inaction of the Soviet Union in

respect to the German incorporation of Austria and Czechoslovakia and the continuation of

Russian exports of raw materials to Germany in exchange for finished goods . That was not a

sentimental connection between friendly powers but a matter of high policy such as that which

shaped Japan's policy in the Far East. Germany aimed at submission of Western Europe and

Great Britain . Soviet political warfare against Britain and France was an indication of Soviet

intentions. Let the German armed forces do the dog's work against the ill-prepared West, while

the Soviet Union reaped the benefits from the wreckage. As we now know Germany lost and the

Soviet Union got Eastern Europe and China.

That is very much international politics. But how would one know that within the British and

French governments, which were preparing to defend themselves but not prepared for waging

war. Neither Nazi German nor the Soviet Union observed the niceties of diplomatic discourse

save when it served their interests to do so . One may see as an example of such tactics , Joseph

E. Davis, Mission to Moscow (New York , 1941 ) . As U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union,

Ambassador Davis expressed his conviction about the sincerity and friendliness of the Soviet

Union towards the United States in his final report to the State Department, 4 June 1938. His

warm welcome to the Soviet Union , his admiration for the Russian people and their

accomplishments had evidently been very persuasive . Ambassador Davis paid a special tribute

to American correspondents including Walter Duranty, who had been the New York Times'

correspondent in Moscow from 1920 to 1935 ; his reporting from the Soviet Union earned him a

Pulitzer Prize in 1932. One would later discover that Duranty was a useful tool for the Soviet

Government, while working for the New York Times.
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While Ambassador Davies conveyed his impression of the Soviet Union's friendship towards the

United States, the Pacific Coast Manager of Intourist, the Soviet travel agency in the United

States was conducting espionage through an agent in U.S. Naval Intelligence, collecting

information concerning the Japanese (see “ Russian Spies Sentenced," New York Times, 21

March 1939 , p . 10 )

German policy toward Great Britain was no less two -sided . Dr. E. Woerman , Minister

Plenipotentiary and Counselor of the German Embassy in London, lectured the Members of the

Royal United Services Institution on “Germany of Today,” 15 December 1937 (see the Journal

of the Royal United Services Institute, August 1938) . It was a nice lecture that cast a favorable

light on developments in Germany and their implication for peace in Europe. He especially

noted how British public opinion had eased the crisis over the reoccupation of the Rhineland.

And, by 1938 , there were sixty German newspaper correspondents in Britain engaged in

propaganda and espionage. But one did not need to be pro -German to sympathize with the plight

of the Germans. Hitler's constant assurances that Germany was only interested in justice for

Germany and in disarmament and peace in Europe, appealed to those who would exert

themselves to avoid war.

One may see the forthright statements of Helmuth Brueckner, the Nazi governor of Lower

Silesia, delivered through Otto Tolischus to the New York Times from Breslau : “ France has

nothing to fear from us . We do not want any land in the West. Our problem and the problem of

Europe and the world is in the East . We do not want war , we want disarmament. We are

perfectly familiar with the plans of Poland and her friends. Poland is a great admirer of

preventive war” (see "Reich Turns East in Plea for Room ," New York Times, 29 April 1933 , p .

9) .

German propaganda carried by agents of influence appealed to the Cliveden set, to the fox

hunters and their class, while Soviet propaganda and espionage were aimed at using the

universities where espionage cells were recruited and influence exercised through the

Bloomsbury group of which Maynard Keynes was a much admired figure. He had written of

The Economic Consequences of the Peace (New York, 1922) . His concern was not just the

cruelty of reparations imposed on Germany, but the disarmament of Germany, meaning the

restoration of Poland and the creation of Czechoslovakia out of the Austro -Hungarian Empire. It

is good to note that in the Peace of Paris, in 1871 , after the Franco -Prussian War, France was

required to pay Germany five billion gold francs before the last Germany troops would withdraw

from the territory of the Republic of France . The debt was paid within five years. German

reparations starting at 132 billion gold marks were gradually modified downward until it

disappeared. This is a matter of seemingly little consequence save for the recent publication of a

study ofKeynes in relation to the present economic crisis in the United States, a mark of Keynes'

lasting influence.

In the Far East, there was no more urgency underlying preparations for possible war, even

though war with Japan was a consideration . Hallet Abend, a New York Times correspondent,

reported on the preparations of Hong Kong for its defense, for Japan had seized Canton and

occupied Hainan Island. The nearest British naval base was at Singapore, 1,450 miles away.
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There was one air field, Kai Tak, and four battalions of infantry in peacetime plus three batteries

of the Hong Kong and Singapore Royal Artillery. The Royal Air Force had five aircraft. The

Army garrison could muster 4,000 infantry. But Mr. Abend's report had the Hong Kong

garrison to be around 15,000 , busily constructing underground shelters for aircraft and the

stationing of an aircraft carrier. Curiously, Mr. Abend's report was mostly fictional, and one

wonders why (see “ Hong Kong Defense Rushed by Britain ," New York Times, 21 March 1939,

p. 10).

Nonetheless, Mr. Abend's book, Ramparts of the Pacific (New York , 1942) is a very useful

account of his impressions gained on a 40,000 mile trip by air and sea stretching from Australia,

New Zealand and the Netherlands East Indies to Manila, and back home again, between

September and November 1941. This followed his 14 years reporting from China. His views

were strongly pro -American and anti -Japanese. His accounts of Japanese propaganda were

especially useful.

A very substantial work covering the world as it was before the outbreak ofwar in Europe in

1939 , is L. Dudley Stamp's Chisholm's Handbook of Commercial Geography (London, 1937) .

It is a treasure of basic information on industry, natural resources, transportation, and human

geography. The copy I have was discarded from a distinguished college library in the 1990s for

want of room on the library's shelves . And in a way, the book's fate illustrates the negligence of

the study of history .

Since our problem here has been based on what could be known at the time, how could one have

missed the peril that was looming and not have prepared urgently for what might happen and its

possible consequences?

Of course , one would read Adolph Hitler's Mein Kampf, written from honorable "Fortress

Detention ” in 1924 , at Landsberg am Lech . Captain Truman Smith , our military attaché in the

Berlin Embassy , interviewed the author and reported on him to the U.S. War Department:

" watch him .”
99

In 1933 , after the fall of Jehol to the Japanese and the coming to power of Adolph Hitler's

Fascists, Frederick L. Schuman published his college text book, International Politics: An

Introduction to the Western States System . By 1936, the book had gone into a second edition and

three re -printings. His conclusion about the fate of world civilization was dour and pessimistic .

But he would write a more hopeful textbook in 1946 , Soviet Politics at Home and Abroad. The

textbook went through four printings by 1947 .

A Professor of International Relations at Columbia University looked ahead in the Far East and

in the coming months to “an equilibrium on which peace can be based . ... The Far East seems to

be nearer a regime of lasting peace than it was a year ago or five years ago . ” See Nathaniel

Peffer, “Omens in the Far East , ” Foreign Affairs (October 1941 ) . Six weeks before December 7 ,

1941 .

It is useful, perhaps, to refer once again to The Military Strength ofthe Powers for the look at the

future as seen from 1938 and then see the outcome as it happened.
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And therefore :

Major L. F. Ellis, The War in France and Flanders, 1939-1940 (HMSO, 1954) , History of the

Second World War - United Kingdom Military Series, and its later edition by the Imperial War

Museum and the Battery Press, which has additional documentation .

Major-General S. Woodburn Kirby, The War against Japan : The Loss of Singapore, Volume 1

(HMSO , 1957) ; Volume 2 , India's Most Dangerous Hour (HMSO, 1958) in History of the

Second World War – United Kingdom Military Series.

Louis Morton , The Fall of the Philippines (Washington , 1952), in The War in the Pacific

subseries of The U.S. Army I World War II series.

Samuel Eliot Morison, The Rising Sun in the Pacific (Boston, 1948) in The History ofU.S. Naval

Operations in World War II series.

Wesley F. Craven and James L. Cate, The ArmyAir Forces in World War II, Volume 1 : Plans

and Operations (Chicago, 1948) .

Major General I.S.O. Playfair, The Mediterranean and the Middle East subseries, Volumes 1 and

2 (HMSO, 1956-1957) , in History of the Second World War – United Kingdom Military Series.

Survey of InternationalAffairs, 1938 (London , 1953) , 3 volumes.

J.W. Wheeler-Bennett, Munich : Prologue to Tragedy (London , 1948) .

Cecil Brown, Suez to Singapore (New York, 1942) .

N.H Gibbs, Grand Strategy, Volume 1 : Rearmament Policy (HMSO, 1976) , in History of the

Second World War – United Kingdom Military Series.


